Japan Exploration Agency (JAXA) launched a powered solar sail "Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation Of the Sun (IKAROS)" on May 21, 2010. One of the primal technologies demonstrated at IKAROS is the spin-deployment of the sail whose diameter is 20 m class. After the launch, two-step deployment operation was performed and successful expansion of the sail was confirmed. This paper shows the flight data and observed dynamic motion during the deployment. At the quasi-static first stage deployment, the spin rate of main body shows little oscillation after each step and then damped quickly. The damping ratio of the spin rate after a later step of deployment is estimated by curve-fitting to be 0.0127. At the dynamic second stage deployment, the nutation motion is maintained within ±1.5 deg/s and the spin rate of main body is converged quickly about 60s after the deployment start. These flight result and observed dynamic motion during the deployment are compared with the results of numerical simulations using multi-particle model. These results show that the multi-particle model can simulate the global behavior of membrane sufficiently except the dumping motion of in-plane oscillation between the main body and the expanded membrane.
Nomenclature

d
: cross section diameter of tether E : Young's modulus of membrane t E : Young's modulus of tether F : inter-particle force : angular velocity vector of (x,y,z) frame with respect to reference frame
Introduction
Japan Exploration Agency (JAXA) launched a powered solar sail "Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation Of the Sun (IKAROS)" on May 21, 2010. This spacecraft is on a mission to demonstrate technologies required at extended solar power sail explore mission toward Jupiter and Trojan asteroids 1) . One of the primal technologies demonstrated at IKAROS is the deployment of a large membrane in space. After the deployment operation was performed, successful expansion of the sail membrane was confirmed (Fig.1) . There are some methods to deploy a large membrane, and JAXA is studying the spinning type solar sail, in which the membrane is deployed and maintained flat by the centrifugal force. This method is expected to be realized with simpler and lighter-weight mechanism than other ways, because it does not require rigid structural elements. This method also has a risk of instability of main body's attitude or membrane's behavior.
It is very difficult to investigate the dynamics of membrane on the ground because it is greatly affected by air drag and gravity. To solve the problem, some experiments using high altitude balloon or sounding rocket have been conducted 2, 3) , however the free spin deployment of 20 m class of membrane was not experimented before the IKAROS flight.
The shape of the sail developed for IKAROS is a square which consists of four trapezoidal petals. The folding line of each petal is normal to the direction of centrifugal force. Four masses are attached to the four tips of the membrane by tethers to increase the centrifugal force and the inertial momentum of the sail. The sail is connected to the main body by tethers so as not to collide with the main body after the deployment. Figure 2 shows the deployment method of membrane of IKAROS. The deployment sequence is divided into two major stages. Before the deployment, four petals of membrane are rolled around the main body and hold by four stopper guides. In the first stage, these stopper guides are rotated relatively around the main body by a motor. Then petals are extracted like a Yo-Yo despinner, and form a cross shape maintained by four stopper guides. In the second stage, these stopper guides are released, and four extended petals form a square shape. If the first stage deployment is performed dynamically, each petal will be twisted around the main body just after the deployment. Therefore the membrane needs to be deployed quasi-statically at the first stage. On the other hand, it is supposed to be deployed dynamically at the second stage.
Thus the deployment sequence in IKAROS consists of static first stage and dynamic second stage.
In order to analyze the dynamics of membrane and to organize a detailed deployment sequence, several numerical simulations using multi-particle model were performed before the launch. To find out the effect of the approximation on multi-particle model, numerical simulations using finite element method (FEM) model were also performed. This model was the finite element plane stress model based on the tension field theory, and employed implicit scheme based on the energy-momentum method 4, 5) . This model considered the effects of bending stiffness of components on the base membrane and the crease stiffness of folding line. The global behavior of the membrane calculated by multi-particle model was nearly equal to those calculated by FEM model 6) . However, these results have not verified sufficiently by experiment data of large flexible membrane in space environment. In this paper, the flight data of IKAROS is compared with the results of numerical simulation by multi-particle model, and the validity of the model is evaluated. 
Multi-Particle Model
Mass-Spring model
In multi-particle model, each element of the membrane is assumed to be isotropic and substituted by particles connected by springs and dampers. This approximation facilitates the construction of model and lowers the computational cost. Mass of each particle is determined based on a designed value and actual measured value, and ununiform mass distribution of sail and difference of four petal's mass are considered.
The inter-particle force F can be described as following form:
where K, L, L 0 , α and β denote spring constant, natural length of spring, distance between two particles, coefficient of compression stiffness and coefficient of dumping,respectively. Assuming that the membrane resists a compression slightly, nonlinear spring model using coefficients of compression stiffness are employed. The spring constant K is determined by applying the principle of virtual work on an element so as to satisfy the relations of strain energy. This model assumes that the stress in the direction along each spring depends only on the strain in the same direction, so that the elasticity matrix is approximated to be diagonal. This model can also take into account the effect of bending stiffness of each element and crease stiffness of folding line by implementing rotational spring, however these characteristics have little effect on the global behavior of the membrane 1) , and are not considered in this study. For the scheme of numerical time integration, the explicit Runge-Kutta-Gill method is employed. Figure 3 illustrates the numerical model for IKAROS. Main body is modeled by rigid body, and membrane and tethers are modeled by mass-spring network. The coordinate frame (x, y, z) is fixed to the main body and its origin is set to the geometric center of the main body. Parameters of the model are shown in 
Numerical model for IKAROS
Result of Deployment Operation of IKAROS
This section describes the flight data and observed dynamic motion during deployment operation. After the launch of IKAROS on May 21, 2010, the membrane deployment operation was conducted as follows:
May Table 2 shows the operation result of the relative rotation angle of stopper guides within the first stage deployment. The operation was divided into 11 major steps. Figure 6 shows the flight data of rate gyro within the first stage deployment. The horizontal axis represents the relative time from the generation of the first telemetry data of each operation day.
First stage deployment
The value of x ω and y ω oscillate within ±0.4 deg/s for each step with exception of step #11. The spin rate z ω decreases as the sequence proceed, and its oscillation is damped quickly. On the way of step #11, the innermost part of membrane is deployed 2-dimensionally away from the surface of main body. This deployment becomes dynamically and raises an out of plane vibration with large amplitude. This motion is different from quasi-static deployment in previous steps.
The numerical model for first stage deployment used in this paper cannot simulate this motion. The model for second stage deployment may simulate this motion, however, it should consider the contact force among the particles, and this motion is not evaluated precisely in this study. Figure 7 shows the flight data of rate gyro within the second stage deployment. The deployment start time is t = 5908.449s in this figure. 
Second stage deployment
Comparison of the Result of Multi-particle Model with the Flight Data
In this section, the results of simulation using multi-particle model are compared to the flight data. Figure 8 shows the variation of spin rate with respect to the relative rotation angle. The decrease of spin rate of simulation result is smaller than the flight data. It would appear that there is an error of estimation of mass distribution for simulation model. To adjust the simulation result to the flight data, the authors derive a modified mass distribution model after several trial-and-error iterations, as shown in Fig. 9 . In this figure, the horizontal axis represents each particle's position x and the vertical axis represents total mass of particles aligned at x. These values of x correspond to the alignment of particles of first stage model shown in Fig. 4 . The red line represents the predicted mass distribution before the launch, and the green line represents the mass distribution modified based on the flight data. The error of spin rate after each step between the result of modified simulation model and the flight data is reduced to less than 0.5deg/s as shown in Fig. 8 . Figure 10 shows the oscillation of spin rate after step #10. The spin rate of flight data shows little oscillation after each step and then damped quickly. The damping ratio of the spin rate after step #10 obtained by curve-fitting is about 0.0127. This quick damping can not be simulated by the multi-particle model though the coefficient of damping of membrane is varied over a wide range. To simulate this quick damping, the authors apply a damping force model which is proportional to the change rate of vibration angle of membrane. The concept of the model is illustrated in Fig. 11 
First stage deployment
where κ , r 0 and r 1 denote the damping coefficient of vibration of membrane, the position vector of the root and the first node, respectively. θ is the vibration angle of membrane defined as the angle between r 0 and (r 1 -r 0 ). The result of simulation which employs this model with κ =0.4 is also shown in Fig. 10 . The damping ratio of the spin rate is obtained as 0.013, which is nearly equal to the one of flight data. Thus the modified multi-particle model can simulate the global behavior of main body during the first stage deployment well.
Second stage deployment
As described in previous section, it is reasonable to consider that the second stage deployment was proceeded asymmetric and two of petals were not expanded until about 25s after the release of stopper guides. To simulate this feature of flight data of rate gyro, a simulation which appended a force of constraint that two petals not to expand for 26s after the deployment sequence start was performed. Fig. 13 . A dumping coefficient β of membrane in this simulation is 2.0x10 -4 s. Though it was much higher than that of normal case specified before the launch, the oscillation of z ω was not dumping so quickly as the flight data. Figure 14 indicates that the oscillation of z ω damps quickly with increasing Young's modulus, however it still cannot simulate the quick damping of flight data. From these results, it is found that the difference of damping motion between the simulation results and flight data cannot be explained by an estimation error of a structural property of the membrane.
If the membrane's motion is affected by the strong dumping force, the membrane converges to the expanded shape quickly and then an in-plane oscillation between the main body and the membrane is induced. In such case, high tension is applied to the membrane and then the accuracy of prediction of motion by multi-particle model would become worse because it uses diagonal approximated elasticity matrix. To simulate the dumping behavior with multi-particle model, some improvement would be needed. 
Conclusion
JAXA launched a powered solar sail "IKAROS" on May 21, 2010 and succeed the deployment of membrane. In this paper, flight results of the deployment was reported and compared with the results of numerical simulations using multi-particle model. It was found that multi-particle model could simulate the global behavior of membrane well. However, the dumping motion of in-plane oscillation between the main body and the expanded membrane could not be simulated well. It was considered that the estimation error of a structural property of the membrane is not a main factor, and to simulate this motion well, some improvement would be needed. Outside of this exception, it can be said that the numerical analysis using multi-particle model is feasible to investigate the macro-dynamics of membrane.
